This work is concerned with the problem of recovering high-dimensional signals x ∈ R n which belong to a convex set of low-complexity from a small number of quantized measurements. We propose to estimate the signals via a convex program based on rectified linear units (ReLUs) for two different quantization schemes, namely one-bit and uniform multi-bit quantization. Assuming that the linear measurement process can be modelled by a sensing matrix with i.i.d. subgaussian rows, we obtain for both schemes near-optimal uniform reconstruction guarantees by adding well-designed noise to the linear measurements prior to the quantization step. In the one-bit case, we show that the program is robust against adversarial bit corruptions as well as additive noise on the linear measurements. Further, our analysis quantifies precisely how the rate-distortion relationship of the program changes depending on whether we seek reconstruction accuracies above or below the noise floor. The proofs rely on recent results by Dirksen and Mendelson on non-Gaussian hyperplane tessellations. Finally, we complement our theoretical analysis with numerical experiments which compare our method to other state-of-the-art methodologies.
Introduction
The compressed sensing paradigm provides methods to infer accurate information about high-dimensional signals x ∈ R n from few linear measurements
where A ∈ R m×n models a specific measurement process. The last decade showed that using prior knowledge on the unknown signal (e.g. sparsity) enables unique identification of x from m n measurements y via efficient recovery methods. In fact, under the assumption that x is s-sparse, meaning that at most s entries are non-zero, unique recovery of x from y is possible, whenever we are given at least m ≥ Cs log en s (1.2) measurements. Here, and in the following, C > 0 denotes an absolute constant. Starting with the works of [9, 15] compressed sensing has developed into a lively field of research which inspired new solutions for problems in various applied sciences [19, 30, 1] . We refer to [17] for a comprehensive discussion of compressed sensing and its applications. Though the linear model (1.1) is powerful enough to encompass many import models of measurement processes, it is blind to the fact, that in real world scenarios the measurements have to be quantized to a finite number of bits before the signal reconstruction can be performed. The process of projecting the infinite precision measurements captured as a real number onto a finite alphabet A ⊂ R is called quantization. Adapting (1.1) accordingly leads to the quantized compressed sensing model
where the quantizer Q : R → A is applied component-wise. The quantization of each linear measurement to a finite alphabet inevitably leads to a loss of information which makes exact signal recovery impossible. Therefore, in the quantized compressed sensing model we are interested in designing quantizers Q which permit reconstruction algorithms to approximate every x, lying in a low-complexity set of interest T ⊂ R n , up to some small reconstruction error ρ > 0. We call Q a B-bit quantizer if |A| = 2 B and restrict ourselves to uniform component-wise quantization as its performance approaches optimality for increasing bit rates (see [18, p. 2332 et sqq.] ) while admitting a rather simple structure. If B is large the measurement defect caused by Q could be treated as noise and classical compressed sensing results would apply. However, in this case the reconstruction error cannot be smaller than the resolution of the quantizer. Assuming knowledge on the quantization process (which is most often the case in applications) this is suboptimal and does not use all available information [23] . Moreover, modern applications require as well a treatment of coarse quantization, i.e., B is small, [4] and measurement devices become considerably cheaper in this regime, cf. [7] . In its coarsest form, Q quantizes every measurement a i , x to one single bit q i ∈ {±1}. Following [7] , several works [5, 24, 31] examined one-bit quantization in compressed sensing and were able to derive recovery conditions which are asymptotically equivalent to (1.2) . They could show for different efficient algorithms that it is possible to approximate s-sparse unit norm signals x up to reconstruction precision ρ from m ≥ C(ρ)s log(en/s) one-bit compressive measurements of the form q = sign(Ax), (1.4) where C(ρ) > 0 is a constant only depending on ρ. Since (1.4) looses any scaling information, for this quantization scheme it is necessary to assume that the signals are normalized in order to prove approximation guarantees. To circumvent the normalization restriction, subsequent works [25, 21] added a random dither τ ∈ R m to (1.4) leading to the dithered one-bit compressed sensing model q = sign(Ax + τ ) (1.5) allowing signal approximation for general s-sparse signals. The origin of these dithering techniques goes back to the work [35] where dithering techniques were introduced in order to remove artefacts from quantized pictures (see also [18] ). A geometric perspective on (1.4) and (1.5) clarifies the role played by the dither. We can associate to each row a i of A the hyperplane H ai := {x ∈ R N : a i , x = 0}, which is orthogonal to a i and contains the origin. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, each measurement q i in (1.4) characterizes on which side of H ai the signal x lies. All hyperplanes together yield a random tessellation of the unit sphere into at most 2 m cells and q ∈ {±1} m encodes in which cell x lies. Adding the dither introduces an offset to the hyperplanes which leads, depending on the dithers (τ i ) i∈ [m] , to a random tessellation not only of the sphere but of the whole space R n . The geometrical intuition is also helpful for multi-bit quantization. In this case, each measurement corresponds not to one single hyperplane but to a parallel bundle of hyperplanes (see Section 2.2).
Related Work (One-Bit). The above mentioned works were mainly concerned with noiseless recovery of sparse signals from one-bit measurements. More recent results treat measurement noise as well as general signal sets T ⊂ R n . In this context, the Gaussian width of a set T ⊂ R n defined by
where g ∈ R n is a standard Gaussian random vector, is a natural complexity parameter which has proven to accurately capture the effective size of signal sets in many problems from signal processing. Further, the Gaussian width plays an important role in high-dimensional probability, statistics and geometry. For more information on its role in problems from signal recovery, the reader is referred to [32, 38, 3] .
The first result on robust recovery from one-bit quantized compressed sensing measurements using a tractable recovery algorithm appeared in [32] where the authors showed the following for T ⊂ B n 2 [32, Theorem 1.3] : if A is a m × n Gaussian matrix and m ρ −6 w * (T ) 2 , then, with high probability, every x ∈ T ∩ S n−1 is recovered by any solution x # of the program
with error bound x − x # 2 2 ≤ ρ log(e/ρ) + 11β log(e/β).
(1.7)
Here, q corr ∈ {−1, 1} m is any sequence of (corrupted) measurements satisfying d H (q corr , q) := |{i ∈ [m] : (q corr ) i = q i }| ≤ βm, (1.8) where q i are the one-bit measurements of type (1.4) . Note that if T is a convex set, then the program (1.6) is convex as well. While the dependence on the intrinsic complexity of T is optimal in this result, the dependence on the approximation accuracy ρ is highly suboptimal. Moreover, the assumption that A is Gaussian cannot be easily relaxed to include more general measurement ensembles such as subgaussian matrices. For example, while Bernoulli matrices provably perform optimally in the case of linear measurements, it is straightforward to show that if A is a Bernoulli matrix, then there are two distinct 2-sparse vectors that yield the same one-bit measurements of type (1.4) independent of the number of measurements m. Hence, for this combination of linear measurements and quantization scheme there is no hope that the reconstruction error can decrease with the number of observations, no matter which reconstruction method is used. Nevertheless, in [2] it was shown that the program (1.6) is capable of estimating a fixed signal x ∈ S n−1 from one-bit measurements (1.4) where A is a subgaussian measurement matrix, provided that the ∞ -norm of x is small enough. Moreover, the authors could even show that the program is robust to various forms of measurement noise, such as random bit flips. While this result shows that apart from very sparse vectors, the program (1.6) still succeeds at recovering signal vectors from one-bit subgaussian measurements, the vectors have to be normalized, the result is non-uniform and the dependence on the approximation accuracy ρ is still suboptimal. The follow-up work [13] massively improved on all of these points by considering dithered measurements as in (1.5) and adding a regularizing term to (1.6) . For the resulting program
(1.9) they showed the following result:
Theorem 1 ([13, Theorem 1.7]). Let A be a m × n matrix with rows a i that are independendent copies of an isotropic, symmetric and subgaussian random vector a ∈ R n . Let τ ∈ R m be a random vector with entries τ i that are independent copies of a random variable τ which is uniformly distributed in the interval [−λ, λ] for a parameter λ > 0. Moreover, let ν ∈ R m denote a random vector with entries ν i that are independent copies of a subgaussian and mean-zero random variable ν. Assume that A, τ , ν are independent. There are absolute constants C 1 , . . . , C 5 > 0 that only depend on the subgaussian norms of a and ν such that the following holds:
then, with probability at least 1 − 8 exp(−C 5 mρ 2 /λ 2 ), the following holds: every x ∈ T is recovered by any solution x # of (1.9) up to 2 -error ρ, if the inputs q corr ∈ {−1, 1} m for the recovery program (1.9) are given by an arbitrary binary sequence which satisfies d H (q corr , q) ≤ βm where
Here, N (T , ε) denotes the ε-covering number of T with respect to the Euclidean distance, that is, the smallest number of Euclidean balls with radius ε that are needed to cover T . Simply put (ignoring log-factors), the result shows that if one adds well-designed noise to the linear measurements before quantization, then the convex program (1.9) is capable of uniformly recovering all signals x ∈ T ⊂ B n 2 up to accuracy ρ -even in the presence of additive noise that disturbs the linear measurement process or adversarial bit corruptions -provided that ν L 2 1, β ρ and the number of measurements satisfies
Ignoring log-factors, using Sudakov's inequality and the trivial estimate w * ((T − T ) ∩ ρB n 2 ) ≤ 2w * (T ), we see that condition (1.12) is already satified if m ρ −4 w * (T ), which massively improves on earlier uniform reconstruction guarantees. Moreover, the result shows that by using dithering in the measurement process there is no need of imposing additional structural assumptions on the signal vectors (such as a small ∞norm). However, the result has the following drawback: it is not sensitive to the magnitude of the additive noise on the linear measurements as long as ν L 2 ≤ R. In particular, ν L 2 ≈ 0 and ν L 2 ≈ R lead to the same reconstruction guarantees. This poor performance in a low-noise setting can also be observed experimentally, cf. Section 4. Lastly, let us mention that uniform reconstruction guarantees from dithered one-bit measurements have also been established in the case where the measurement vectors follow a heavytailed distribution [13] , and for randomly subsampled circulant measurement matrices [14] .
Related Work (Multi-Bit). Compared to the extensive theoretical studies on recovery algorithms in one-bit compressed sensing for memoryless scalar quantization, fewer comprehensive results exist for finer quantization. One has to understand that a multi-bit quantizer Q with refinement level ∆ > 0, i.e., the worstcase distortion caused by applying Q to a number, leads in compressed sensing to two very different recovery regimes: to obtain an approximation error ρ dominating ∆, for signal sets whose local complexity behaves similar to their global complexity, i.e. w * ((T − T ) ∩ ρB n 2 ) ρw * (T ), the sufficient number of measurements does not depend on ρ (high quantizer resolution ↔ un-quantized compressed sensing regime) -a popular example is the set of sparse vectors; to obtain smaller approximation errors, the number of measurements behaves similar to the one-bit case (low quantizer resolution ↔ one-bit compressed sensing regime). As [27] shows it is favorable to increase the bit-depth per measurement if high-accuracy is sought, if the expected noise-level is low, or if the number of measurements underlies stronger restrictions than the number of bits. Though several articles numerically examined recovery algorithms for multi-bit quantized compressed sensing [22, 23, 36] , to the best of our knowledge no comprehensive theoretical guarantees covering both regimes were derived for tractable algorithms apart from the ones for Consistent Basis Pursuit (CPB) [12, 29] whose analysis for the low quantizer resolution regime is restricted to signal sets corresponding to atomic norm balls and with m ∆ −2 ρ −4 w * (T ) 2 has for small ∆ a much worse error dependence than Theorem 1 would suggest. More important, CBP becomes infeasible under noise on the measurements. The work [21] examines consistent reconstruction which is not tractable in general. The tractable Basis Pursuit De-Noising (BPDN) [10, 23] only covers the high quantizer resolution regime, i.e., the achievable approximation error ρ is lower bounded by ∆. The work [39] examines an equivalent variant of (1.9) for multi-bit quantization but only reflects the low quantizer resolution regime yielding suboptimal measurement requirements for ∆ becoming small. Moreover, the requirement m ρ −16 w * (T ) 2 for general bounded, convex, and symmetric sets is rather pessimistic. Last but not least, [33, 34] are restricted to Gaussian measurements and treat a more general non-linear adaption of (1.1) which covers (1.3) as a special case but only leads to non-uniform recovery guarantees.
Contribution. (i)
We propose to estimate vectors x ∈ T ⊂ R n from (possibly corrupted) one-bit measurements q corr ∈ {−1, 1} m by minimizing the convex functional
where [x] + = max{x, 0} denotes the ReLU, cf. Figure 1 . This amounts to solving the program min z∈R n L qcorr (z) subject to z ∈ T , (P qcorr ) which is a convex program whenever the set T is a convex subset of R n . In Theorem 2, we provide robust reconstruction guarantees for (P qcorr ). When we seek reconstruction accuracies above the noise floor (lownoise regime), the guarantees for (P qcorr ) match the near-optimal guarantees established in [13, Theorem 1.5] for the non-tractable Hamming distance minimization program. For reconstruction accuracies below the noise floor (high-noise regime), the guarantees for (P qcorr ) match those given in Theorem 1. The results show that (P qcorr ) is as robust as (1.9) in the high-noise regime and in addition outperforms (1.9) in the low-noise regime. Our results build upon tools developed in [13] .
(ii) We extend the estimation scheme proposed in (1.13) and (P qcorr ) to a memoryless uniform multibit quantization model with refinement level ∆ > 0 leading to a modified version of (1.13) and (P qcorr ) (see Section 2.2 for details). The recovery guarantees we derive in Theorem 3 characterize both the high quantizer resolution and the low quantizer resolution regime described above. In particular, we obtain that if ρ ∆, then m ρ −2 w * ((T − T ) ∩ ρB n 2 ) 2 measurements suffice for approximation up to 2 -error ρ. On the other hand, if ρ ∆, then the guarantees resemble the one-bit case, namely x − x # 2 ≤ (∆w * (T ) 2 /m) 1/3 (note the independence of the signal set's radius here). To keep the presentation concise, we do not consider noise on the measurements for multi-bit quantization (though possible as is evident from the one-bit setting). Let us emphasize that both in the one-bit and multi-bit setting our reconstruction guarantees are near-optimal (see the discussion on optimality below Theorem 3 and [14, Section 5]).
(iii) Numerical experiments illustrate the performance of (P qcorr ) in both settings. While the idea of using half sided 1 -and 2 -norms is not new for quantized compressed sensing and appeared before in [24, 6] , we, to the best of our knowledge, provide the first thorough analysis of the program (P qcorr ) so far, which provides a performance-analysis for 1-bit and multi-bit quantization.
A first intuition. Let us compare (P qcorr ) to the state-of-the-art methods for robust one-bit quantized compressed sensing presented above. Though at first sight, (P qcorr ) appears to be closely related to (1.6) and (1.9), the motivation for the program and its geometric meaning is fundamentally different. Both (1.6) and (1.9) aim at maximizing the alignment of quantized and unquantized measurements while ignoring the concrete geometry defined by the quantization cells. As already mentioned in [26, 20] 
where P Ha i denotes the orthogonal projection onto the hyperplane defined by a i . Consequently, maximizing the alignment in (1.6) corresponds to punishing wrong measurements sign( a i , z ) = (q corr ) i of a point z ∈ T by its Euclidean distance to the corresponding hyperplane H ai and rewarding correct measurements by the same amount. If the measurements are trustworthy, that is, (q corr ) i = q i = sign( a i , x ) for all i ∈ [m], and when (1.6) rates the approximation quality of any z ∈ T to x, the rewarding term allows hyperplanes H ai not separating z and x to influence the rating which leads to worse approximation (having (1.14) in mind, the regularizer in (1.9) might be interpreted as a compensation for the rewarding part). In contrast, the ReLU-formulation in (P qcorr ) completely drops the rewarding part of (1.14) and resembles a continuous proxy of the Hamming-distance on the quantization cell structure (see Figure 1 ). In particular, in the noiseless case, that is, in the case where (q corr ) i = sign( a i , x + τ i ) for all i ∈ [m], we have L qcorr (x) = 0 and therefore any solution x # to (P qcorr ) has to satisfy L qcorr (x # ) = 0 as well. Since this is equivalent to
, we see that in the noiseless case minimizing (P qcorr ) forces the reconstructed signal to lie on the correct sides of all shifted hyperplanes. The program (1.9) in contrast completely neglects the knowledge about the hyperplane shifts and thus simply treats the dither as additive noise.
Outline. We state and explain the main results of the paper, Theorem 2 & 3, in Section 2. The proofs of both results are then provided in Section 3. Section 4 supports our theoretical findings by numerically comparing (P qcorr ) to different competing recovery schemes in both the one-bit and multi-bit setting. The proofs of some technical tools are deferred to the Appendix. Notation. We will use the following notation throughout the paper:
1. For k ∈ N we set [k] := {1, . . . , k}. Matrices and vectors are denoted by upper-and lowercase boldface letters, respectively.
For
Given p ≥ 1, the p -norm of x is denoted by x p and the associated unit ball is B n p . The Euclidean unit sphere in R n is S n−1 . Further, for a subset S ⊂ R n we define d 2 (S) := sup x∈S x 2 .
The (unnormalized) Hamming distance between vectors x, y
4. The sign-function acts componentwise on a vector and we set sign(0) := 1.
The Gaussian width of a set T ⊂ R n is denoted by
where g is an n-dimensional standard Gaussian random vector. 6 . For ε > 0, the ε-covering number of T ⊂ R n is denoted by N (T , ε). It is the smallest number of Euclidean balls with radius ε needed to cover T . 7. For p ≥ 1, the L p norm of a random variable X will be denoted by X L p = (E|X| p ) 1/p . Further, X is subgaussian if its subgaussian norm
is finite. 8 . The letters C, c > 0 (possibly with subscripts, that is, C i , c i ) will always denote constants which may only depend on the subgaussian parameter L. We write A B if A ≤ CB for a constant C (respectively A B if A ≥ cB for a constant c). Finally, we use the abbreviation A ∼ B if both A B and A B.
Main Results
Let us begin by stating the main results of the paper. We split this section into two parts, one containing the results for one-bit quantization and one discussing the more general multi-bit quantization setting. In both settings, we assume that the linear measurements of a vector x prior to the quantization step are of the form
where • the rows a T i of the measurement matrix A consist of independent and identically distributed copies of an isotropic, symmetric and L-subgaussian random vector a ∈ R n . Recall that a random vector a ∈ R n is said to be isotropic if a, x L 2 = x 2 for all x ∈ R n . Further, a is L-subgaussian if a, x L p ≤ L √ p a, x L 2 for all x ∈ R n and p ≥ 1. Equivalently (up to absolute constants), this means that for every x ∈ R n the subgaussian norm of a, x is bounded by L a, x L 2 .
• τ ∈ R m is a random vector with entries τ i that are independent copies of a random variable τ ∼ Unif([−λ, λ]) for a parameter λ > 0.
• ν ∈ R m denotes a random vector with entries ν i that are independent copies of a mean-zero random variable ν which is L-subgaussian, i.e., ν L p ≤ L √ p ν L 2 for every p ≥ 1. Again, equivalently up to absolute constants this means that ν ψ2 is bounded by L ν L 2 .
We assume that the random vectors/matrices A, τ , ν are independent. In contrast to A and τ , the noise vector ν ∈ R m is not known to us. In the following, in order to enhance readability, we will always suppress the dependency of constants on the subgaussian parameter L. That is, if we speak of a constant C, then it is either a numerical constant or it is a constant which only depends on L. In a similar fashion, when we write (or ) then we mean that the inequality holds for a constant that may only depend on L.
One-Bit Quantization
We are interested in recovering high-dimensional signal vectors x ∈ R n from possibly corrupted one-bit measurements q corr ∈ {−1, 1} m which satisfy
Hence, in this model we permit that up to βm bits are arbitrarily (possibly adversarially) corrupted.
The following theorem is our main recovery result in the one-bit case.
Theorem 2. There are constants c, c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 > 0 and C ≥ e such that the following holds. Let T ⊂ RB n 2 denote a convex set. Fix an approximation accuracy ρ ∈ (0, R].
(i) Low-noise regime: if ν L 2 ≤ c 0 ρ/ log(Cλ/ρ), then the following holds. Suppose the dithering parameter satisfies λ R, the number of measurements satisfies
3)
and β ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter such that β log(e/β) ≤ c 2 ρ/λ. Then, with probability exceeding 1 − 2 exp(−c 3 mρ/λ), the following holds true: for all x ∈ T and all bit sequences
(ii) High-noise regime: if ν L 2 ≥ c 0 ρ/ log(Cλ/ρ), then the following holds. Suppose the dithering parameter satisfies λ (R + ν L 2 ) log(λ/ρ), the number of measurements satisfies
4)
and β ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter such that β log(e/β) ≤ c 2 ρ/λ. Then, with probability exceeding 1 − 2 exp(−c 3 m(ρ/λ) 2 ), the following holds true: for all x ∈ T and all bit sequences q corr ∈ {−1, 1} m with d H (q corr , q(x)) ≤ βm, every minimizer x # of the program (P qcorr ) satisfies
Two regimes. The result shows that the performance of the program (P qcorr ) depends on the ratio of the noise level ν L 2 and the reconstruction accuracy ρ > 0. As long as (ignoring log-factors) ρ ν L 2 , the performance of (P qcorr ) is comparable to the performance of the (non-tractable) Hamming distance minimization program (see [13, Theorem 1.5]), min z∈R n d H (q corr , sign(Az + τ )) subject to z ∈ T .
(2.5)
Hence, in this accuracy regime, the program (P qcorr ) can be viewed as a convex proxy for the Hamming distance minimization program and achieves near-optimal reconstruction guarantees (see the discussion on optimality below Theorem 3). Moreover, similar to the program (1.9) but in contrast to (2.5), the program (P qcorr ) also achieves near-optimal reconstruction accuracies well below the noise level (for optimality see [14, Section 5] ). However, this comes at the cost of a worse rate-distortion relationship and a worse probability of success. Sparse recovery. Let us briefly discuss Theorem 2 in the context of sparse recovery. For simplicity, let us assume that there is no adversarial noise, that is, β = 0. In order to perform sparse recovery, we can solve the program min
T is almost the convex hull of all s-sparse vectors in the Euclidean unit ball. Using w * ( √ sB n 1 ∩ B n 2 ) 2 ∼ s log(2n/s) and Sudakov's inequality, we can deduce from Theorem 2 that if ν L 2 1, then any solution
• m ρ −4 log 3 (ρ −1 )s log(2n/s) provided that ρ/ log(1/ρ) ν L 2 and we choose λ ∼ log(ρ −1 ).
In words, for reconstruction accuracies above the noise floor, the reconstruction error essentially decays as O s log(2n/s) 
Multi-Bit Quantization
In the B-bit case we generalize (1.5) to uniform multi-bit measurements of the form
separating hyperplanes in Figure 2 ). For simplicity, we do not consider noise on the measurements here. A non-uniform quantizer could be characterized by replacing j∆ with general shifts ∆ j . As uniform quantizers asymptotically yield optimal performance [18] , we restrict ourselves to this conceptually clearer setting. Our loss function generalizes in a straight-forward way to
leading to the multi-bit ReLU recovery program Apparently, writing the multi-bit measurements as above embeds them into the much larger space As an alternative way of representing the quantized measurements in the multi-bit case we can set
where q A ∆,B : R → A ∆,B denotes the one-dimensional quantizer defined by
and A ∆,B is the B-bit quantization alphabet with resolution ∆ > 0 given by
Then
In words, instead of characterizing the multi-bit quantizer by its separating hyperplanes, one characterizes it by the 2 B centers of the quantization intervals in between (cf. Figure 2 ). While the first representation allows a nice geometrical and general interpretation of our functional L (all additional separating hyperplanes have the same influence as the original one-bit hyperplane), the second one allows straight-forward analysis. In any case, both representations can be related via the simple bijection
is a vector whose entries are 1.
We are ready to state the main theorem. As mentioned in the introduction, we have to distinguish two regimes in the multi-bit setting. If the aimed for approximation accuracy ρ > 0 is above the quantizer resolution ∆, we expect the sufficient number of measurements for signal sets T whose local complexity behaves similar to their global complexity, i.e. w * ((T − T ) ∩ ρB n 2 ) ρw * (T ), to be independent of ρ as in the classical compressed sensing theory. On the other hand, if we ask for ρ < ∆, then the number of measurements should behave more like in the one-bit case and depend explicitly on ρ. The following theorem guarantees in both regimes reconstruction of unknown signals from measurements of type (2.8) by (P Q ).
Theorem 3. There exist constants Γ ≥ 1, c, c 1 , c 2 ∈ (0, 1) and a numerical constant C ≥ 1 such that the following holds. Let T ⊂ RB n 2 be a convex set. Assume that ∆ > 0 and B ∈ N are chosen such that
then, with probability exceeding 1 − 2 exp(−c 1 m), the following holds: for all x ∈ T , every minimizer
then, with probability exceeding 1 − 2 exp(−c 2 m(ρ/∆)), the following holds: for all x ∈ T , every mini-
Two regimes. The result highlights the role of the resolution ∆ as a parameter of q A ∆,B . The statistical guarantees for the estimator x # computed by (P Q ) are different depending on how the desired accuracy ρ > 0 relates to the resolution ∆. For the sake of simplicity assume for the moment that T ⊂ B n 2 and observe that by Sudakov's inequality log(N (T , ε)) ρ −2 log(e∆/ρ)w * (T ) 2 for ε ∼ ρ/ log(e∆/ρ). Further, we have w * ((T −T )∩ρB n 2 ) ≤ 2w * (T ). Theorem 3 yields the following performance bounds for (P Q ) (ignoring log-factors):
The first bound resembles a classical compressive sensing bound and is optimal in this regard (see the comments on optimality below). If we try to reach accuracies below the resolution of the quantizer, then the performance of the estimator x # deteriorates to the performance in the one-bit setting (cf. Theorem 2).
Bit budgets. Let us compare the results in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 with regard to the number of bits necessary in order to achieve a certain accuracy ρ > 0 in the noiseless setting. We denote the smallest number of bits which have to be collected in order to achieve x − x # 2 ≤ ρ by B(ρ). For m measurements and Bbits per measurement the total number of collected bits is Bm. For the two regimes presented by Theorem 3 only part (ii) is a fair comparison to the results obtained by Theorem 2, since the bounds for ρ ≥ C∆ in Theorem 3 part (i) clearly outperform the result in Theorem 2. Hence, let us assume that 0 < ρ < ∆. Since we can choose ∆ ∼ R 2 B , (2.13) shows that the multi-bit estimator x # mbit satisfies (up to log-factors)
In comparison, the one-bit estimator x # 1bit achieves (up to log-factors)
Hence, we find
Since the function B → B 2 −B is rapidly decreasing, the comparison shows that spending more bits on a single measurement improves the overall bitrate which is necessary to attain accuracy ρ > 0 (in the noiseless setting).
Near-optimality of Theorem 3. Above the quantizer resolution, that is, for ρ ∆, Theorem 3 shows that with high probability sup x∈B n
Hence, if m ≤ √ n, then the number of measurements is necessarily lower-bounded by ρ −2 w * (B n 1 ) 2 , which shows optimality of (P Q ) for reconstruction accuracies above the quantizer resolution. To see optimality of the second statement (up to log-factors), consider the convex set T = E ∩B n 2 where E ⊂ R n is a k-dimensional subspace. Here, R = 1 which implies that we can pick ∆ ∼ 2 −B . For any ε ∈ (0, 1), log(N (T , ε)) k log(1/ε)
On the other hand, if R is any reconstruction map and Q : R m → A m is any memoryless scalar B-bit quantizer (|A| = 2 B ) such that sup x∈T x − R(Q(Ax)) 2 ≤ ρ, then ρ k m2 B (e.g. see [8] ).
Proofs
In this section, we provide the proofs omitted in Section 2. We first focus on the one-bit setting of Section 2.1 and then turn to the more general multi-bit setting.
Proof of Theorem 2
To facilitate reading, we organize the proof in the following way:
• Geometric tools. In Section 3.1.1 we recap the theory of non-Gaussian hyperplane tesselations as initially developed in [13] .
• Technical supplement for the low-noise regime. In Section 3.1.2 we develop the necessary technical tools to prove the first part of Theorem 2. They require that ρ/ log(λ/ρ) ≥ c ν L 2 but lead to sharper bounds in the end.
• Technical supplement for the high-noise regime. In Section 3. 
Geometric Tools
The starting point for the analysis of the functional L q(x) (z) with q(x) = sign(Ax + τ + ν) is the geometric intuition explained in the beginning. For a pair x, z ∈ T the value of the functional L q(x) (z) is a weighted counting of the hyperplanes separating the points x, z ∈ R n . Indeed, if H a,τ := {z ∈ R n : a, z + τ = 0} denotes a (inhomogeneous) hyperplane with normal vector a ∈ R n , then in the noiseless case (ν = 0) we can write
This links the analysis of L q(x) (z) to results from [13] on random hyperplane tessellations. Let us recall the notion of a well-separating hyperplane from [13] : 
The main idea behind the notion of a well-separating hyperplane is that if H ai,τi well-separates x and z and we are given points x ≈ x and z ≈ z , then also H ai,τi well-separates x and z, provided that | a i , x − x | and | a i , z − z | are not too large. The next lemma, which makes this observation precise, appeared intrinsically in [13] . A proof is provided for convenience in Appendix A.
Lemma 6 (Stability of well-separating hyperplanes). Let T ⊂ R n be a set, and ρ, ε > 0 parameters with ε ≤ ρ/4. For every κ > 0, and for all vectors
The right hand side of (3.2) can be bounded using the following lemma, which immediately follows from Theorem 8 below. For convenience a proof is included in Appendix A.
Lemma 7. There exist constants c 1 , c 2 > 0 such that the following holds. Let ρ > 0 and K ⊂ R n . If 1 ≤ k ≤ m and u ≥ 1 then with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−c 1 u 2 k log(em/k)),
Theorem 8 ([13, Theorem 2.10]). There exist constants c 1 , c 2 > 0 such that the following holds. Let a 1 , . . . , a m ∈ R n denote independent, isotropic L-subgaussian random vectors and let S ⊆ R n . If 1 ≤ k ≤ m and u ≥ 1 then with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−c 1 u 2 k log(em/k)),
The next result from [13] states that the lower bound on the number of well-separating hyperplanes given in Theorem 5 can be extended to hold simultaneously for all pairs of points from T which are not too close to each other. The proof strategy is to first show the lower bound on the number of well-separating hyperplanes for all pairs of points in a net (which are not too close to each other), and then to extend the estimate to the whole set using the stability property of well-separating hyperplanes (Lemma 6) in combination with Lemma 7. For convenience the detailed proof is included in Appendix A.
Theorem 9. There exist constants c, c > 0 and C ≥ e such that the following holds. Let T ⊂ RB n 2 denote a convex set. Choose λ max{R, ν L 2 } and fix ρ ≤ λ. If
for a number ε > 0 with ε ρ/ log(Cλ/ρ), then with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−cmρ/λ),
Let us lastly state two more results from [13] , which will be important tools for us in order to control the error terms, which appear due to noise corruptions, in the decomposition of the functional L qcorr (z) (see Section 3.1.4). for a number ε > 0 with ε ρ/ log(Cλ/ρ). Let N ε ⊂ T be a minimal ε-net with respect to the Euclidean metric. Then, with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−c 0 mρ/λ) the following holds: For all z ∈ N ε and all
Lemma 11 ([13, Theorem 4.4]). Let a 1 , . . . , a m ∈ R n denote independent, isotropic L-subgaussian random vectors. There are constants c 1 , c 2 > 0 such that the following holds. Let K ⊂ R n be a set that is star-shaped around 0. For every α ∈ (0, 1) and ρ > 0, if ≤ c 2 α log(e/α) ρ .
Technical Supplement for the Low-Noise Regime
The proof of the low-noise regime requires two main ingredients. First, the lower bound on the number of well-separating hyperplanes given in Theorem 9 and, second, a concentration inequality for the size of the failures produced by the noise term. The necessary concentration inequality, Lemma 13, is derived from the following result.
Lemma 12. There are constants c 0 , c 1 > 0 and C ≥ e for which the following holds. Let T ⊂ RB n 2 denote a convex set. Choose λ ν L 2 and fix ρ ≤ λ. Assume that
for a number ε > 0 with ε max{ρ, ν L 2 }/ log(Cλ/ max{ρ, ν L 2 }). Then, with probability at least
Proof : Let Nε ⊂ T denote a minimal ε-net with respect to the Euclidean metric. For every z ∈ R n we have
where we used that ν ψ 2 ν L 2 . Moreover, for any a ∈ R,
Therefore, for every z ∈ R n ,
Chernoff's inequality implies that |{i ∈ [m] : sign( ai, z + νi + τi) = sign( ai, z + τi)}| ≤ 2c1 max{ ν L 2 , ρ}m λ (3.10)
with probability at least 1 − exp(−c max{ρ, ν L 2 }m/λ). If log |Nε| ≤ c max{ρ, ν L 2 }m/(2λ), a union bound shows that (3.10) holds for all z ∈ Nε with probability at least 1 − exp(−c max{ρ, ν L 2 }m/(2λ)). Lemma 10 implies that with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−c max{ρ, ν L 2 }m/λ) the following holds: for all z ∈ Nε and all for a number ε > 0 with ε ρ/ log(Cλ/ρ). Then, with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−c 1 mρ/λ),
where Y (x) is the random variable defined by
15)
Proof : Let ε1, . . . , εm denote a sequence of independent symmetric {±1}-valued Bernoulli random variables that are independent of all other random variables and define the symmetrized random variable
By symmetrization (e.g. see [28, Eq. (6.2)]) for every t > 0,
For any x ∈ R n ,
The last inequality follows from Markov's inequality and EY (x) ≤ ν 2 L 2 2λ . Hence, Pr max 
Technical Supplement for the High-Noise Regime
The following lemma states that for any x, z ∈ R n , if λ is large enough, then
Then, there exists a constant C > 0 that only depends on L and an absolute constant c > 0 such that for any x, z ∈ RB n 2 ,
.
In particular,
(3.29) Lemma 14 indicates that for reconstruction via (P qcorr ) the assumption of the previous section, namely that the estimation accuracy ρ > 0 is lower bounded by ν L 2 , is not necessary. Indeed, it implies that given any (arbitrarily small) ρ > 0, if λ max{R, ν L 2 } log(λ/ρ), then
for all x, z ∈ RB n 2 with x − z 2 ≥ ρ. Since every solution x # of (P qcorr ) with q corr = q(x) (here we assume that there are no adversarial bit corruptions) satisfies
concentrates well enough around its expected value uniformly for all x, z ∈ T with x − z 2 ≥ ρ. The latter statement is shown in Theorem 15 below.
Proof of Lemma 14 : Define the event
By symmetry of a and τ ,
Consequently, it suffices to show that
We have E(1 a,x +ν≤−τ ≤ a,z ( a, z + τ )) = E(1 a,x +ν≤−τ ≤ a,z ( a, z − (−τ ))) = E(1A1 a,x +ν≤−τ ≤ a,z ( a, z − (−τ ))) + E(1 A C 1 a,x +ν≤−τ ≤ a,z ( a, z − (−τ ))).
Further, we have
Hence, we obtain the following inequality,
Finally, observe that
where c > 0 denotes an absolute constant. To conclude the proof, we observe that since λ ≥ c0R, we have
. This gives the desired bound.
Theorem 15. There are constants c 0 , c 1 > 0 and C ≥ e for which the following holds. Let T ⊂ RB n 2 denote a convex set and fix ρ ≤ λ. Suppose
. By symmetrization (e.g. see [28, Eq. (6.2)]) for every t > 0,
By Hoeffding's inequality,
Here, we used the fact that (observe that the function
Hence, for every x, z ∈ R n with x − z 2 = ρ,
Let Nε ⊂ T be a minimal ε-net with respect to the Euclidean metric. Clearly,
We will bound the terms (3.36) and (3.37) separately. We start by controlling the error term (3.37) . Observe that the terms of the sum in (3.37 ) are equal to 0 if q(x)i = q(x )i. Hence, by using (3.35) it follows that sup
On the event
Eα := sup
Therefore, on the event Eα,
Applying Theorem 8 for k = αm/λ shows that the second summand on the right hand side above is bounded by ρ 2 64λ with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−c1mα log(λ/α)/λ) provided that α mλ c2 (w * (T − T ∩ ρS n−1 ) + ρ (α/λ)m log(λ/α)) ≤ ρ 2 64λ . ≤ε,
The increments of the two processes above satisfy
Hence, the processes in (3.41) are subgaussian with respect to a rescaled Euclidean metric. By a chaining argument (see e.g. [11, Theorem 3.2] ) and the majorizing measures theorem [37] we obtain that for any t ≥ 1 with probability at least 1 − 2e −t ,
Choosing t = c ρ 2 λ 2 m, for c > 0 an absolute constant small enough, a union bound together with inequality (3.41) shows that with probability at least 1 − exp(−cm(ρ 2 /λ 2 )), Pr sup
and thus proves the claim.
Proof of Theorem 2
We finally have all the necessary tools to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2 :
Since every x ∈ T is feasible for the program (Pq corr ), any solution x # of (Pq corr ) satisfies Lq corr (x # ) − Lq corr (x) ≤ 0. Therefore, if we can show that with high probability inf
x,z∈T x−z 2 =ρ d H (qcorr,q(x))≤βm (Lq corr (z) − Lq corr (x)) > 0 , (3.43) then on this event we have x − x # 2 ≤ ρ for every x ∈ T and every minimizer x # of (Pq corr ). Indeed,
x # ∈ T and T is convex). From (3.43) it follows Lq corr (z) > Lq corr (x). Since z → Lq corr (z) is a convex function, we can conclude that Lq corr (x # ) ≥ Lq corr (z) > Lq corr (x), which contradicts that x # is a minimizer of Lq corr on T .
Next, we show that (3.43) holds with high probability. We distinguish two noise regimes, since these regimes require different arguments: 1) ν L 2 > c0ρ/ log(Cλ/ρ) (high additive noise) 2) ν L 2 ≤ c0ρ/ log(Cλ/ρ) (low additive noise)
The argument requires us to use two different decompositions of the excess risk (Lq corr (z) − Lq corr (x)). The bounds for the parts of these decompositions rely on different technical tools developed in this section. We begin by studying the high additive noise regime.
1) High additive noise.
For every x, z ∈ R n we can write
If we can show that for all x, z ∈ T with x − z 2 = ρ we have
Let us observe that if (qcorr)i = q(x)i, then the i-th summand in (Lq corr (z) − Lq corr (x)) − (L q(x) (z) − L q(x) (x)) is zero. Hence,
where we used once more (3.35) in the last step. Since β ∈ (0, 1) satisfies β log(e/β) ≤ c2ρ/λ, there exists β ∈ (0, 1) with β ≥ β such that β log(e/β ) = c2ρ/λ. Hence, to bound the term (A) for all x, z ∈ T with x − z 2 = ρ we can make use of Lemma 11. Indeed, applying Lemma 11 for α = β shows that with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−c0ρm/λ),
if the constant c2 > 0 is chosen small enough and m λρ −3 w * ((T − T ) ∩ ρS n−1 ) 2 . Consequently, on this event we have (A) ≤ ρ 2 16λ for all x, z ∈ T with x − z 2 = ρ. Term (B) can directly be handled using Lemma 14 which yields
We are left with estimating the term (C). Theorem 15 provides the necessary bound. Indeed, if (3.31) holds and assuming that ρ λ, then with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−c m(ρ/λ) 2 ) we find that for all x, z ∈ T such that x − z 2 = ρ,
This finishes the proof in the high additive noise regime.
2) Low additive noise. Observe that we can decompose Lq corr (z) − Lq corr (x) as follows:
Further, by applying the inequality
to the last summand of (3.48) and by extending the sum in the second summand over all indices i ∈ [m] we obtain the lower bound
and observe that
Therefore, for every sequence qcorr and all x, z ∈ T ,
Next, we will bound each of the four summands above. Regarding the first summand observe that for any θ > 0, 
The second summand on the right hand side of (3.50) is bounded by ν 2 L 2 /2λ, see (3.18) . Further, Lemma 13 shows that
with probability at least 1−2 exp(−c0mρ/λ). Regarding the fourth summand of (3.50) we can clearly estimate
where β ∈ (0, 1) with β ≥ β such that β log(e/β ) = c2ρ/λ. Applying Lemma 11 for α = β shows that with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−c0ρm/λ),
if the constant c2 > 0 is chosen small enough and m λρ −3 w * ((T − T ) ∩ ρS n−1 ) 2 . In total, the events (3.51), (3.52) and (3.53) occur at once with probability at least 1 − 6 exp(−cρm/λ) and on the intersection of theses events by (3.50) the following holds: for all x, z ∈ T with x − z 2 = ρ,
where the last inequality follows if ν L 2 ≤ c 2 ρ. This finishes the proof in the low additive noise regime.
Proof of Theorem 3
The proof is related to the 1-bit case. The main difference is that in the multi-bit case we distinguish between reconstruction accuracies ρ above and below the quantizer resolution ∆:
Case ρ ∆: The argument for the high quantizer resolution regime begins with Lemma 17 which adapts Theorem 5 to the multi-bit setting. In the second step, Theorem 20 extends Lemma 17 uniformly to a localized signal set of size ≈ ∆. This localization prevents using a covering of T on resolution ∆ and hence leads to less measurement complexity. In the last step, the basic property of a multi-bit quantizer is used: if for x, y ∈ T the projections a i , x and a i , y are at least 2∆ apart, then x and y and any shift of the two points will be distinguished as well. Consequently, the uniform result on the localized set is extended to T in Theorem 21 and yields a simple proof of the first part of Theorem 3.
Case ρ < ∆: The argument for the second part of Theorem 3 is a tedious but conceptually straight-forward adaption of Theorem 2 and omitted here. Note that basically the dithering parameter λ is replaced by the quantizer refinement ∆.
Before we start, let us generalize the concept of well-separating hyperplanes from the one-bit to the multi-bit setting.
Definition 16. For θ > 0 we say that x, y ∈ R n are θ-well-separated in direction a i ∈ R n if there exists j ∈ {−(2 B−1 − 1), ..., (2 B−1 − 1)} such that the hyperplane H ai,τi+j∆ θ-well-separates x and z in the sense of Definition 4, i.e.,
Further, we set I(x, y, θ) := {i ∈ [m] : x, y are θ-well-separated in direction a i }.
Multi-Bit Compressive Sensing above the Quantizer Resolution
Throughout the section we assume ρ ∆. The following lemma, which adapts Theorem 5 to multi-bit measurements, is the core of the argument. It states that as long as two points have a distance of at least C∆ there is no influence of the resolution onto the number of measurements sufficient to have well-separation.
characterizes the range of the quantizer. There exist constants c 1 , c 2 > 0 such that with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−c 1 m),
)| ≥ c 2 m.
To prove this lemma we rely on the relation q(x) = Q(x)1 ∆ 2 . Indeed, for a, x, y ∈ R m the function |q A ∆,B ( a, x ) − q A ∆,B ( a, y )| essentially (up to a factor 1/∆) counts the number of hyperplanes with normal direction a separating the points x and y. This observation is vital to the following argument.
Let N (x, y, a i ) denote the number of hyperplanes separating x and y in direction a i , that is, In order to prove Lemma 18 we will make use of the following result, which appeared in similar form in [39, Lemma A.1] . For convenience a proof is included in Appendix A. 
We are interested in the independent events
As a matter of fact, the result follows once we can show that J(x, y,
To do so, we first restrict ourselves to measurements ai which behave well in the sense that the projections of x and y onto ai are bounded by cR and that the hyperplane Ha i is quite orthogonal to the connecting line between x and y. Let us denote this set by
where ε ∈ (0, 1) will be determined below. By the Paley-Zygmund inequality, for any γ ∈ (0, 1) we have
Since ai, i = 1, ..., m are subgaussian we have ai, x − y L 4 ≤ 2L ai, x − y L 2 and therefore by isotropy
Setting ε := (1 − γ 2 ) 2 1 (2L) 4 ∈ (0, 1) we obtain
Further, note that the subgaussian random variables ai, x are square integrable. Hence, by isotropy and Chebychev's inequality, the following holds for ε ∈ (0, 1) 
Set γ = 1 2 which implies ε = 9 256L 4 . By the above, |I| ≥ c2m with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−c1m) where c1, c2 > 0 are constants. In the following, we condition on the event |I| ≥ c2m. By the Payley-Zygmund inequality, 
Using (3.63) and | ai, x − ai, y | ≥ γ x − y 2 ≥ ∆ 2 we obtain
which implies for every i ∈ I,
In total, if R ≤ 3 64L 2 M∆,B, ∆ ≤ x − y 2 , then for every i ∈ I,
By the Chernoff bound with τ -probability at least 1 − exp(−c1|I|),
Hence, conditioned on the event |I| ≥ c2m (which occurs with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−c1m)), with τ -probability at least 1 − exp(−c1c2m), Localized uniform result. For ρ > 0 define the localized set T ρ = (T − T ) ∩ ρB n 2 . By arguing similarly to the one-bit case, we can obtain the following uniform result. |I(x, y,
Proof : For c ∈ (0, 1 2 ] let Ncρ ⊂ T17ρ be a minimal cρ-net of T17ρ. By Lemma 17 and a union bound we obtain that with probability at least 1 − |Ncρ| 2 2e −c 1 m the following holds: for all x , y ∈ Ncρ such that x − y 2 ≥ 16∆,
)| ≥ c m.
Let x, y ∈ T17ρ such that x − y 2 ≥ 17ρ. There exist x , y ∈ Ncρ with x − x 2 ≤ cρ and y − y 2 ≤ cρ. By the triangle inequality,
where we used that sign( ai, x − z + (τi + ji∆)) = sign(τi + ji∆). If ΓR ≤ MB;∆ then for every i ∈ Ix,z we have (3.82) together with max{| ai, x |, | ai, z |} ≤ MB;∆ and the quantizer resolution ∆ which implies that there exists On the same event for all x, y ∈ T with x − y 2 ≥ 17ρ,
In particular, on this event the following holds: for all x ∈ T and every minimizer x # of the program (PQ) with Q(x)i,j = sign( ai, x + τi + j∆),
The result follows by rescaling ρ.
Numerical Experiments
In this section we present different numerical simulations substantiating the theoretical considerations above.
After discussing beneficial properties of the functional L with respect to efficient minimization and briefly introducing the competitors we use to compare its performance, we present simulations both in the one-bit setting analyzed in Section 2.1 and the multi-bit setting analyzed in Section 2.2.
Formulation as a linear program. For signal sets T which are convex polytopes, the minimization in (P qcorr ) becomes a linear program and can be solved more efficiently than general convex programs. We illustrate this by choosing T = RB n 1 . First note that the ReLU-function can be written as
Consequently, by introducing the vectors u + , u − ∈ R n and w + , w − ∈ R m we may re-formulate min
which is a linear program in R 2n+2m . In the last step we used that by shape of the objective function corresponding entries of the minimizing w + and w − are never simultaneously non-zero, i.e., if (u + , u − , w + , w − ) minimizes the program in the second line then (w + ) i = 0 or (w − ) i = 0, for all i ∈ [m]. The same applies to the multi-bit generalization of L presented in Section 2.2.
Let us now discuss the competing algorithms we use to evaluate the performance of our program:
Single back-projection. As already mentioned in the introduction, the program (1.9) has been shown to approximate signals from an near-optimal number of noisy one-bit measurements. Moreover, the minimization is equivalent to performing a single projected back-projection, i.e.,
In the case of T being the set of s-sparse vectors, the projection becomes a simple hard-thresholding step which in spite of the non-convexity of (1.9) is fast to compute. Since we are not able to perform the minimization of (P qcorr ) on a non-convex set and are thus forced to use its convex relaxation √ sB n 1 (here the set of s-sparse vectors has been restricted to the unit ball B n 2 before taking the convex hull), we as well consider (4.1) with T = √ sB n 1 to have a fairer comparison. We transfer (4.1) to the multi-bit setting by replacing q with its multi-bit version in (2.11), a setting which has been examined in [39] for infinite uniform alphabets.
Iterative Thresholding. More sophisticated recovery schemes are adapted iterative thresholding algorithms which still lack thorough theoretical analysis, but perform exceedingly well in practice. Having been introduced in [24, 22] as binary iterative hard-thresholding (BIHT) for one-bit quantized measurements and quantized iterative hard-thresholding (QIHT) for multi-bit quantized measurements, both algorithms follow the same concept of iterating between gradient descent steps of an 2 -data fidelity term (including projection of the involved quantities to the quantization alphabet) and hard-thresholding projections onto the set of s-sparse vectors, i.e.,
where T is chosen as the set of s-sparse vectors, µ > 0 is a step-size parameter, and A m ∆,B denotes the corresponding quantization alphabet. Obviously, (4.1) is the first iteration of (4.2). Similar to the single back-projection, we use versions of (4.2) with T = √ sB n 1 as well to have a fairer comparison and dub the resulting recovery schemes binary iterative soft-thresholding (BIST) and quantized iterative soft-thresholding (QIST). The step-size λ = 1 m 1 − 2s m is chosen according to the results in [22] .
One-Bit Experiments
For a comprehensive comparison, we ran experiments for all one-bit algorithms described above as well as single hard-thresholding step (4.1) with the optimal scaling for one-bit measurements without dithering (cf. [16]). For BIHT and BIST, we set the maximum number of iterations to 1000. The measurement matrices have independent standard Gaussian entries. Depicted are averages over 500 realizations. In all experiments shown here, we solved (P qcorr ) using the "linprog" function with the "interior-point" algorithm in Matlab.
We first studied the setting of 10-sparse unit norm signals in R 200 that were drawn uniformly at random. Figure 3a compares the resulting median 2 -error (in dB) for the case of noiseless measurements. We see that BIHT outperforms all other algorithms while the median error for (P qcorr ) is similar to BIST. This is to be expected since (P qcorr ) does not minimize the support size of x and thus does not enforce sparsity as strictly as BIHT.
Next, we studied a setting of approximately sparse signals. For the signals in R 200 , we randomly chose s = 10 components to be Gaussian with a variance of 1 and the remaining ones to be Gaussian with a variance of 10 −3 . All signals were then normalized to lie in the set T = √ sB n 1 . The results are shown in Figure 3b . We see that in contrast to the last experiment (P qcorr ) outperforms BIHT, i.e. using in (P qcorr ) the convex formulation with T = √ sB n 1 instead of T = {z : |supp(z)| ≤ s} apparently increases stability. Motivated by Theorem 2, we consider additive noise before quantizing the measurements. Here, we again wish to recover 10-sparse unit norm signals in R 200 that were drawn uniformly at random. The noise vectors have independent Gaussian entries with zero mean and a given variance. Figure 4a compares the different algorithms for a fixed measurement rate of m/n = 3 and a varying noise variance. By strict sparsity of the input, the performance of (P qcorr ) is again similar to BIST. In Figure 4b , we show a doubly logarithmic plot to investigate the order of decay for different noise variances (given in the legend). We clearly see that for smaller noise variances, the approximation error decays faster than for large noise. However, we cannot clearly observe the phase transition predicted by Theorem 2 for the worst case error.
To check the applicability of the theoretical results, we compared the recovery performance of (P qcorr ) for different measurement ensembles. Comparing Gaussian, Rademacher and Hadamard matrices, we could not find any notable difference in the approximation quality.
Multi-Bit Experiments
To demonstrate the trade-offs between measurement rates and bit rates, we performed experiments on the 10sparse signals used in the 1-bit experiments. For our quantizer, we chose ∆ to satisfy ΓR ≤ (2 with equality for Γ = 1 in Theorem 3. Figure 5a shows the approximation errors at bit rates between one and five bits per measurement. We see that for larger quantizer depths, a stronger phase transition emerges that resembles the characteristics of the compressive sensing problem. For larger measurement rates, the error decreases only slowly.
In Figure 5b , we compare the different quantizers for a fixed bit rate Bm/n. We observe what is predicted by Theorem 3: to obtain a certain accuracy ρ with a minimal bit budget, one has to choose a B-bit quantizer such that ∆ ≈ ρ. For instance, if R = 1 and ρ = −2dB ≈ 0.6 one has to choose B such that ∆ ≈ 2R·2 −B ≈ 0.6 which is fulfilled for B = 2. This can be verified in Figure 5b by checking that the red curve is minimal in bit rate for x − x # 2 = −2dB. Proof of Lemma 7 : For a vector w ∈ R m + let w * denote its non-increasing rearrangement. We observe that for any 1 ≤ k ≤ m we have w * k ≤ max Proof of Theorem 9 : Let ε > 0 be a real number with ε ≤ ρ 8 and let Nε denote a minimal ε-net in T ⊂ RB n 2 with respect to the Euclidean norm. By Theorem 5 there exist absolute constants κ, c0, c1 > 0 such that for each pair (x , z ) ∈ Nε with probability at least 1 − 4 exp(−c0m x − z 2 /λ) we have
By a union bound and the assumption log |Nε| ρ λ m it follows that with probability at least 1−4 exp(−c0mρ/4λ) the following event occurs,
With this in mind consider arbitrary x, z ∈ T such that x − z 2 ≥ ρ. There are x , z ∈ Nε such that x − x 2 ≤ ε and z − z 2 ≤ ε. Since 2ε ≤ ρ 2 ≤
x−z 2 2
it follows
which implies that on the event (A.4) we have
Applying Lemma 6 to this situation with ρ/2 instead of ρ, shows that 
Further,
Therefore, 
